
Ab Sajao Floor Ko,

Paint Lagao FLOORPRO



JK Armour FloorPro is a water based

acrylic emulsion exclusively designed to

protect interlock tiles, cement surfaces,

walkways, driveways and terrace floors. 

Redefining  Exteriors

with Colour

ABRASION
RESISTANCE

SOFT SHEEN SUPERIOR
ADHESION

HIGH
WASHABILITY



BLOSSOM BOUQUET
Delicate and charming, reminiscent of a bouquet of blooming flowers.

Signal Red Paver Grey Golden Yellow



Golden Yellow

TROPICAL TANGO
Vibrant and exotic, capturing the lively rhythm of a tropical dance

Terracotta



ENIGMA ENSEMBLE  
Intriguing and enigmatic, inviting exploration and discovery

Signal Red Paver Grey Golden Yellow



SUNSET SYMPHONY  
Warm and inviting, with hues that mimic the vibrant colors of a setting sun

Signal Red Paver Grey Golden Yellow



URBAN MAZE  
Reflecting the complexity and vitality of city life, with twists and turns
that captivate the eye.

Terracotta Paver Grey



Signal Red Paver Grey

COSMIC WEAVE  
Bold and modern, evoking the energy of celestial pathways



Signal Red Paver Grey Golden Yellow

DIAMOND MIRAGE
Geometric elegance that creates an illusion of depth and dimension



CELESTIAL PATH  
Tranquil and minimalist, invoking the simplicity and serenity of
a heavenly garden

Forest Green Peacock Blue



Forest Green Peacock Blue

EMERALD DREAM
A soothing and rejuvenating pattern inspired by the tranquil beauty of lush 
green landscapes and serene natural surroundings.



Golden YellowTerracotta

ELECTRIC ELEGANCE  
Bold and vibrant, with electrifying colors that add a touch of sophistication 
to any space.



Golden YellowForest Green Peacock Blue

SERENE SPIRAL
A tranquil and mesmerizing pattern inspired by the harmony of spirals
found in nature.



SURFACE PREPARATION 
Freshly plastered/concrete surfaces must be allowed to cure completely for at least 12 weeks.

Ensure surface is thoroughly clean, dry and free from all loose dirt, chalk, grease or oily

material, laitance, organic debris, fungi, algae and flaking paint by brushing with a wire/stiff coir

brush or power tool cleaning followed by water jetting if required and appropriate surface

cleaners. For repainting surfaces ensure all the old coating should be removed, any cracks or

crevices present should be filled with suitable filling compounds/cement sand mixture, any

seepage/dampness issue needs to be arrested appropriately before application. After cleaning,

sand the surface to remove any smoothness or glossy areas using wire brush or power tool

sanding. Wash with fresh water and allow the surface to dry.

SELF-PRIMING COAT
Apply a self-priming coat of JK Armour FloorPro to the prepared surface by diluting with 30-40%

clean water and allow it to dry for minimum 5-6 hours.

TOP COAT
Apply 2 coats of JK Armour FloorPro with maximum of 10% dilution over the self-priming coat

and allow a drying time of 5-6 hours between the coats. Curing after 72 hours of application (low traffic).
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